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Objective

Since several years millimeter-wave radar systems are used for vehicular applications, predominantly in comfort functions and a few in safety functions. Different frequencies and modulation schemes, emission powers and radiation patterns are used and up to now almost no care or precaution is undertaken to reduce or avoid mutual interference. Within a few years the penetration rate of vehicular radar systems will drastically increase in this new emerging market and especially for safety-related applications the interference risk will threaten further proliferation if harmful mutual interference pops up. Trying to find efficient and pragmatic countermeasures to avoid the apparent interference risk at that point in time in the future, when severe interference problems create malfunction or out-of-order situation of the safety radar devices, is too late. The only reasonable and valid approach is to counteract in advance before the problem becomes manifest. As almost nothing exists regarding radar interference mitigation for automotive radars this research project aims to generate a first assessment, a common understanding of the interference effects and problematic and a first set of recommendations and guidelines to avoid inefficient interference troubleshooting at a later stage. A well-selected consortium of specialists from all disciplines necessary to realize the project aims is already operational and prepared to tackle the demanding challenges. The project outcome and results are vitally important for a long-standing success of radar-based devices for automotive systems. The results of this project proposal also create the foundation for taking the next step in further reducing the number of people being killed or injured by vehicles, after the EC recently forced all OEMs to make ESP mandatory in new cars. Missing the results that will be achieved within this project, will have a severe and strong impact on the vehicular radar roadmap beyond 2015.
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